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ABSTRACT Continuity of care requires the exchange of health information among organizations and care
teams. The EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) establishes that subject of care should give
explicit consent to the treatment of her personal data, and organizations must obey the individual’s will.
Nevertheless, few solutions focus on guaranteeing the proper execution of consents. We propose a service-
oriented architecture, backed by blockchain technology, that enables: (1) tamper-proof and immutable
storage of subject of care consents; (2) a fine-grained access control for protecting health data according
to consents; and (3) auditing tasks for supervisory authorities (or subjects of care themselves) to assess
that healthcare organizations comply with GDPR and granted consents. Standards for health information
exchange and access control are adopted to guarantee interoperability. Access control events and the subject
of care consents are maintained on a blockchain, providing a trusted collaboration between organizations,
supervisory authorities, and individuals. A prototype of the architecture has been implemented as a proof
of concept to evaluate the performance of critical components. The application of subject of care consent to
control the treatment of personal health data in federated and distributed environments is a pressing concern.
The experimental results show that blockchain can effectively support sharing consent and audit events
among healthcare organizations, supervisory authorities, and individuals.

INDEX TERMS Blockchain, consent management, fast healthcare information resources (FHIR), general
data protection regulation (GDPR), service-oriented architecture (SOA), business process management
(BPM).

I. INTRODUCTION
The EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) estab-
lishes a new framework for personal data treatment while
enhancing citizens’ rights [1]. Personal health data are classi-
fied as a special category, the processing of which is strictly
prohibited unless the data subject (identifiable Subject of
Care, SoC) gives explicit consent, usually before collecting
data.

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
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Consents relate health data resources with purposes of use,
stakeholders, and conditions for data treatment. The impact
of SoC consents on healthcare organizations is twofold: they
must observe consent before allowing the use or disclosure
of personal health data, and consents can be used in auditing
tasks by supervisory authorities to assess if data treatment
performed by organizations is compliant with SoC’s will.
Although healthcare organizations are expected to comply
with GDPR, supervisory authorities appointed by EU State
Members could benefit from a transparent and accessible
record of access control logs and consents to detect violations
of SoC consent.
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FIGURE 1. Scope of the proposed scheme.

Since a GDPR-based auditing mechanism requires com-
bining exhaustive information about access to health data
resources and SoC consents, the integrity of both data ele-
ments is paramount.

This work presents a service-oriented architecture
(SOA), combined with blockchain technology, supporting:
(1) authorship and immutability of SoC’s consents and
audit logs; (2) privacy of personal health data through a
fine-grained access control service where access policies
align with consents; and (3) auditing capabilities to assess
compliance of healthcare organizations with GDPR and
SoC’s desires. The software architecture proposed in this
work is based on standards and widely used paradigms
such as SOA and Business Process Management (BPM),
which enhances the interoperability of the approach and its
deployment in distributed or federated environments where
different actors/organizations participate.

Fig. 1 illustrates the scope of this work as a high-level
process. Initially, the SoC defines consents that are stored
in a database and persisted in the blockchain (Stage 1).
Consents are related to personal health data that may be
requested during the execution of healthcare business pro-
cesses (e.g., in a physical encounter between a SoC and a
clinician) (Stage 2). A business process-aware access control
service will be responsible for granting (or not) access to
data according to consents. The access decision on each data
request will be registered as an audit event that will also be
persisted in the blockchain. In due course (Stage 3), supervi-
sory authorities, SoCs, or healthcare organizations, as part of
their business activity monitoring, may access the blockchain
to recover audit information and consents for assessing the
access control service decisions.

After GDPR and HIPAA directives, dynamic consent has
become a hot topic in the literature [2]. In the health-
care domain, several approaches solve consent management
through blockchain, a technology trend in this field [3]. For
instance, a general-purpose blockchain platform that adopts
an ontology-based consent model has been developed for
managing data subject consents [4]. In [5], Rantos et al.
present a blockchain platform that facilitates data controller
interaction with the data subject under GDPR. Data con-
trollers use the platform to inform the user transparently about
any personal data processing, including the purpose of use,
the period, and the legal basis of processing. Tith et al. also
suggest using blockchain to store patient data access consent
[6]. Consents are based on the purpose of use, which limits
the granularity of the access control mechanism. Table 1
shows some relevant schemes available in the literature.
They are compared with our work. The main drawbacks of
reviewed approaches are the lack of a standardized consent
model for enhancing interoperability, limited access control
mechanisms such as control listing or role-based models,
disregarding auditing tasks, or storage of health data on the
blockchain.

Considering the related literature, our approach presents
several innovative contributions:

1. Blockchain-based support for auditing services
that could be used by supervisory authorities
or SoCs for assessing GDPR compliance. Using
blockchain brings an immutable and tamper-proof
ledger for consent and access control decisions for
auditing.

2. Fine-grained backward access control model and ser-
vice to protect personal health data in healthcare SOA.
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TABLE 1. Comparison of the approached system with related works.

3. Standard-based approach (FHIR, XACML/SAML. . . )
that guarantees interoperability and openness in dis-
tributed environments.

4. Experimental analysis to identify bottlenecks or delays
in the application of blockchain for auditing.

The novelty of this work lies in the combination of tech-
nologies, paradigms and especially, standards, to address
the inherent complexity of the GDPR within the healthcare
domain. As has been described, there are approaches in this
field, but none has proposed a complete resolution to the
consent management business process. Thus, the innovative
contribution of our work is to deal with the entire chain
of the consent management process (beyond collection and
storage).

Due to the complexity of the proposed solution (which
operates both at the process and data levels and com-
bines different technologies), this work aims to provide a
high-level description rather than explaining implementa-
tion details. Nonetheless, the critical points of the solution
(e.g., blockchain) are thoroughly explained, analyzed, and
validated.

The structure of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II outlines basic ideas on GDPR, FHIR, blockchain,
SOA, and BPM. A detailed description of our approach is
shown in Section III, and Section IV presents a proof of
concept and experimental results. Section V discusses results
and, finally, Section VI covers the conclusions and limitations
of the work.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
A. EU GENERAL DATA PROTECTION REGULATION (GDPR)
GDPR was designed to protect the privacy of EU citizens’
data and to reshape the way organizations manage personal
data (i.e., any information relating to an identifiable natu-
ral person) [1]. GDPR restricts the treatment of personal
data (including collection, recording, organization, structur-
ing, storage, adaptation or alteration, retrieval, consultation,

use, disclosure by transmission, dissemination or otherwise
making available, alignment or combination, restriction, era-
sure, or destruction of data) unless data subject gives explicit
consent.

Within this framework, two main entities are identified:
the supervisory authority and the controller. The former is
an independent public authority established by an EU State
Member and responsible for monitoring the application of
this regulation and, consequently, for protecting the funda-
mental rights and freedoms of natural persons. The latter is
appointed in each organization as responsible for the treat-
ment of personal data. The controller shall send the record of
processing activities to the supervisory authority on request.
In the case of personal data breach, GDPR follows a trust
model where the controller is expected to notify the compe-
tent supervisory authority without undue delay.

Our approach aims to enhance the privacy guarantees of
SoCs and reduce the odds of an organization covering data
violations. To do this, SoC consents and data treatment events
are shared via a blockchain ledger, tampered-proof and acces-
sible by the supervisory authority for auditing. The integrity
and trustworthiness of data stored in blockchain allow the
supervisory authority to identify themisuse of personal health
data proactively. Furthermore, the SoC could be aware of the
treatment of her personal health data by checking data in the
blockchain.

B. ACCESS CONTROL SERVICES IN HEALTHCARE SOA
The wide variety of user profiles, purposes of use, and infor-
mation resources in the health domain create challenging
requirements for access control. Additionally, the distributed
nature of organizations, information, and accesses requires
deploying distributed authorization models. The standard
ITU-T X.812 [13] establishes an access control framework
applicable to any domain and based on distributed compo-
nents, each performing a particular task. Fig. 2 shows this
framework using components naming from XACML [14]:
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FIGURE 2. Access control model adapted from XACML [14].

• Policy Enforcement Point (PEP): acts as a request inter-
ceptor (1) and sends it to PDP (2).

• Policy Decision Point (PDP): receives a request from
PEP (2), gathers policies and information applicable to
the request fromPAP (3) and PIP (4), respectively, evalu-
ates policies, and makes an access decision (i.e., granted
or prohibited) (5).

• PolicyAdministration Point (PAP):manages access con-
trol policies.

• Policy Information Point (PIP): stores information
required for policy evaluation (e.g., data about users,
resources, or context).

Two open standards ease the implementation of the ITU-T
X.812 framework in SOA: the Security Assertion Markup
Language (SAML) [15] and the eXtensible Access Control
Markup Language (XACML) [14]. While SAML defines a
protocol for exchanging authentication and authorization data
between parties, XACML specifies a fine-grained, attributed-
based access control (ABAC) policy language, and a pro-
cessing model describing how to evaluate access requests
according to the rules defined in policies.

We adopt the ITU-T X.812 framework and the ABAC
access control model [16] due to its fine-grained access con-
trol (needed for protecting FHIR resources, see next Section)
versus othermodels, such as RBACorDAC [17]. SoC explicit
consents are translated to access control policies in XACML
format. These policies, combined with organizational ones,
will support the authorization process performed by the PDP
in response to any attempt to access healthcare data.

C. FAST HEALTHCARE INFORMATION RESOURCES (FHIR)
FHIR is a standard for health data exchange published byHL7
[18], and it is built upon the RESTful paradigm to guarantee
interoperability across organizations and clinical teams.

Healthcare information entities are managed as resources
(e.g., Patient, Encounter, Observation. . . ), the representation
of which, at the instance level, is composed of mandatory
and optional attributes. Additionally, a resource may refer
others (e.g., an Observation resource includes links to related
resources such as Patient and Encounter).

The FHIR API establishes a set of operations on resources
known as interactions (get, update, delete. . . ). A single inter-
action may involve multiple resources (e.g., all instances of
type Observation related to a patient), resulting in a Bundle,
a resource composed of several resources. Protecting access
to resources requires a fine-grained access control solution to
discriminate which resources in a Bundle may be sent to the
requester and which may not.

Beyond health-related, other resources related to secu-
rity or process management defined by the standard are
also of interest to our approach. In particular, the Consent
resource expresses agreements between a healthcare con-
sumer (e.g., SoC) and an authorized entity (grantee) to per-
mitted or prohibited actions with limitations on the purpose of
use. The AuditEvent resource supports the registration of any
kind of event as described by certain attributes (type, creation
time, event time, authorship, history, status, event purpose,
the action performed, event outcome. . . ), the actors involved,
and other resources used during the event [19]. Furthermore,
the Task resource stores information about an instance of a
process and includes references to all the resources generated
during its execution.

D. BLOCKCHAIN
A blockchain is a shared, distributed ledger that records
transactions and is maintained by multiple nodes in a network
where nodes do not trust each other. Blockchain belongs
to the so-called DLT (Distributed Ledger Technology) [20],
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FIGURE 3. Requirements of security capabilities.

where each node has an identical copy of the ledger, repre-
sented as a chain of blocks, each block is a logical sequence
of transactions. Each block encloses the hash of its imme-
diate previous block, which guarantees the immutability of
the ledger. Blockchain technologies provide serializability,
immutability, and cryptographic verifiability without a single
point of trust [21]. These properties have boosted blockchain
adoption in various industries, including health.

We can distinguish two categories of blockchain: permis-
sionless (such as Bitcoin [22] or Ethereum [23]), in which
anyone can join the network to perform transactions, and per-
missioned network (e.g., Hyperledger Fabric [24]), suitable
for enterprise applications that require authenticated partici-
pants. In a permissioned network, each node can be owned by
a different organization.

In this work, a permissioned blockchain network is
deployed to allow participating healthcare organizations and
supervisory authorities to share:

1. Audit logs (i.e., attempts to access health resources by
organizations).

2. Consents granted by SoC.
Supervisory authorities will be able to verify GDPR com-

pliance and detect data breaches autonomously without the
need to be notified by the organization’s controller. Like-
wise, SoC will be able to analyze how her consents are
being fulfilled and how her personal health data are being
treated.

III. BLOCKCHAIN-BASED CONSENT-AWARE AUDITING
SERVICE ARCHITECTURE
A. ARCHITECTURE REQUIREMENTS
An auditing service for assessing the protection of health
resources custodied by organizations according to consents
issued by data owners needs to rest upon two capabilities:
consent management and access control. Fig. 3 shows the

main design requirements for the three key elements of this
work. These requirements shape the software architecture in
the following aspects:

• Consent management: any healthcare provider access-
ing SoC’s personal health data must be aware of
related consents. Thus, consents should be seamlessly
distributed, understandable by all parties, trustworthy,
and immutable. Our proposal addresses interoperability
issues by using the standard FHIR for modelling con-
sents (Consent resource). At the same time, immutabil-
ity and tamper-proof requirements are fulfilled through
a dedicated communication channel in the blockchain
where consents are stored in blocks shared by all parties
involved.

• Access Control: an access control service must be
in place during the operation of healthcare processes
through the SOA environment. This service is respon-
sible for granting (or not) access to data according
to SoC’s consents and generating auditable informa-
tion. FHIR interactions may involve complex responses
(e.g., a Bundle of resources) that advise the use of
fine-grained policies and a backward decision model
(i.e., actual data accessed in the SOA is only known
in responses, not in requests). Therefore, access control
needs to be service-oriented, fine-grained, backward,
and capable of gathering all relevant information for
later auditing.

• Auditing: a central piece of our proposal is a private,
permissioned blockchain shared by healthcare organiza-
tions and supervisory authorities. Storing standardized
audit events and consents in a shared ledger brings some
advantages to the traditional centralized log. Firstly,
it enables the traceability of consents and personal health
data treatment by third parties. Secondly, the immutabil-
ity of data blocks prevents organizations frommodifying
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FIGURE 4. Architecture of the proposed audit service based on SOA and blockchain.

or deleting actions performed on their resources or tam-
pering SoC consents, guaranteeing nonrepudiation in
case of a data breach.

B. PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE
Our solution is rooted in two main entities: a BPM-driven
SOA (deployed in each participating organization) that
includes FHIR and access control services and a blockchain
involving healthcare organizations, supervisory authorities,
and potentially, SoCs. Fig. 4 illustrates the proposed architec-
ture by following the storyline from Section I in three views:
business processes, SOA, and data. The data flow of a request
to a FHIR service is shown in the SOA view.

Our scheme is supported by the following inter-related
elements:

1. Consent management service (leftmost part in Fig. 4).
2. BPM-driven SOA architecture for healthcare business

process (green elements).
3. Backward access control service (orange color).
4. Generator of access logs as FHIR AuditEvents (grey

elements in the Orchestrator).

5. A blockchain system for storing and auditing (purple
elements).

1) CONSENT MANAGEMENT SERVICE
Under GDPR, SoC should be asked for consent before per-
sonal health data treatment (Fig. 4, step 0). A consent man-
agement service has been deployed to collect consent from
SoCs (Fig. 5). This service stores SoC’s will as FHIRConsent
resources in a central repository from where they can be
accessed by the PAP component of the access control service.

Additionally, Consents are sent to the blockchain service
to be available to other stakeholders. The implementation of
the consent management service is out of the scope of this
approach, and it is only referred here for clarity’s sake of
source of Consents.

2) BPM-DRIVEN SOA ARCHITECTURE FOR HEALTHCARE
BUSINESS PROCESS
Healthcare organizations design and run business processes
(i.e., patient discharge, referral orders, etc.) to fulfil their
goals. Business processes are typically well-documented
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FIGURE 5. Consent management service implemented as a mobile app.

thanks to notations such as the Business Process Model and
Notation (BPMN) [25]. These models can be translated into
execution processes [26], implemented over web service calls
and handled by orchestrators (i.e., workflow engines in the
SOA business process choreography layer [27]).

In our approach, the Orchestrator is aware of the tasks in
the business model, the corresponding SOA service requests
and responses, and the events of the execution process.
We developed a component inside the Orchestrator called
Audit Event (AE) Generator that collects information from
the access control service regarding data access requests and
their outcomes.

The Enterprise Service BUS (ESB) is a key component
in SOA that offers transparent service endpoint location,
routing, and translation for the Orchestrator, acting as a ser-
vice proxy. In our approach, we assume that an ESB is in
place, providing the mediation flow that executes the required
integration of services for attending each request to the FHIR
service.

Besides Orchestrator, AE Generator, and ESB, our SOA
architecture includes FHIR services (i.e., loosely coupled
software components used by healthcare organizations),
some services related to access control (e.g., PDP, PIP), and
the blockchain service.

3) BACKWARD ACCESS CONTROL SERVICE
The access control service integrates PEP, PAP, and PIP
functions in our SOA (orange elements in Fig. 4). This ser-
vice performs the enforcement of SoC’s consent for data
treatment. User-defined consents are translated to XACML
access policies actionable by the PAP component of the
access control service. Thus, access policies will contain rules
that determine who can (and cannot) perform certain actions
(i.e., REST operations) over FHIR resources [28], [29], [30].

Most control access mechanisms use a forward decision
model (e.g., Fig. 2) by intercepting data access attempts and
making a decision (i.e., grant or reject) before the actual data
access takes place. However, due to FHIR Bundles, the actual
resources that fulfil a request may be known only after the
FHIR service has produced the response. Because of this,

we opt for a backward decision model that works as follows
(steps numbered in Fig. 4):

• The process orchestrator launches a service request (1)
as part of a task in a business process in execution.
The request is sent to the ESB, which redirects it to the
corresponding FHIR service (2).

• After receiving the response as a Bundle including all
resources that fulfil the request (3), the ESB will call
the backward access control service (PEP component).
The PEP asks for an authorization decision from the
PDP for each resource in the response (4). The PDP,
in turn, requests to the PAP all applicable policies for
the operation (5) and makes a decision.

• Individual decisions are communicated to the PEP (6).
It will censor unauthorized resources and strip them off
from the service response.

• The modified service response (i.e., including only
authorized resources) will then be routed to the
Orchestrator (7).

• After the response, the PEP will also send the afore-
mentioned data access-related information to the AE
Generator residing in the Orchestrator (8).

4) GENERATION OF ACCESS LOGS AS FHIR AUDITEVENT
RESOURCES
Access attempts and their corresponding outcomes should be
registered as audit events along with all relevant information
related. As mentioned above, the PEP notifies the AE Gen-
erator of any access attempt and outcome. When a business
process completes its execution, the AEGenerator aggregates
in several AuditEvent resources all access attempts, requested
resources, and the decisions made during the process and
sends them to the blockchain (Fig. 4, step 9). EachAuditEvent
will cover access attempts for a specific pair action-outcome
(e.g., READ-granted).

TABLE 2. Simplified schema of the FHIR AuditEvent resource.

Table 2 shows an example of an AuditEvent resource
instance covering accesses with action Read and outcome
success (codified as 0). It identifies involved agents (SoC,
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FIGURE 6. Size of AuditEvent resources with and without aggregation of
access logs.

authorization service, data requester, interceptor PEP), times-
tamp, and entities/resources requested. Using a standardized
format (i.e., FHIR) for storing audit events guarantees the
interoperability and mutual understanding between health-
care organizations and facilitates the development of open
solutions for auditing tasks performed by supervisory author-
ities or SoCs.

Although access logs could be generated by the access
control service (i.e., in the context of request) and directly
sent to the blockchain, performing it in the context of the
business process incorporates some benefits:

1. An audit event generated from the business process
viewpoint may aggregate numerous FHIR interactions
during a process execution (e.g., a patient discharge
or an encounter). Thus, it is possible to audit not only
individual access to data but to relate all activities (and
resources) involved in the business process. Awareness
of well-documented high-level business processes is
advisable in a complex context such as healthcare.

2. The aggregation of multiple access logs reduces the
size of AuditEvents sent to the blockchain since com-
mon fields of the resource are shared and codified
only once. The longer the process, the bigger the syn-
thetization of generated AuditEvents (since they will
include more events). Fig. 6 compares AuditEvents
size (in characters) with and without aggregation when
the number of accessed resources (of average size)
increases.

5) BLOCKCHAIN FOR THE SUPPORT OF AUDITING TASKS
The last component of our scheme is a permissioned and
private blockchain, to which each healthcare organization
(and supervisory authorities) will contribute with a peer
(i.e., blockchain gateway). Peers will access the blockchain
through a REST service in our SOA. We use two separate
channels for Consents and AuditEvents in the blockchain
system. More details of the blockchain system are given in
Section IV-A.

The availability of AuditEvents (andConsents ruling them)
will allow participating entities to be capable of auditing
GDPR compliance through a service that is out of our scope.
The main beneficiaries of this functionality will be supervi-
sory authorities (named by EU state members under GDPR)
that, through their own blockchain gateways, will directly
access to AuditEvents and Consents, with no intervention
from healthcare organizations.

Additionally, since AuditEvents store information about
resources implied in a business process (including references
to the Patient, Practitioners, Task. . . ), it is possible to per-
form process-aware auditing with guarantees of immutabil-
ity and tamper-proof provided by the blockchain. These
characteristics also allow the traceability of access attempts
and outcomes. Thus, identity theft and malicious insider
within organizations can be detected by analyzing blockchain
transactions.

There are several threats to using blockchain technologies
in healthcare [31]. The main organizational threat is interop-
erability due to the lack of trust between parties, limited open
standards, and the initial installation cost. The main techni-
cal threats arise from the scalability of blockchain, which
is related to the trade-off between the transaction volume
and the computer power required to handle the transaction.
In our case, using open standards and a permissioned and
private blockchain addresses these issues, as proper security
configuration can be applied on the server side (including
access-list control), and the deployment cost is reduced.

IV. PROOF OF CONCEPT AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We have developed a prototype to assess the feasibility of
our approach and show the configuration of a blockchain in
our context. We also have performed a set of experiments to
analyze scalability. Although a BPM-driven SOA has been
implemented, each organization will deploy a specific archi-
tecture in practice. Thus, the results from experimentation
with SOA would be meaningless for actual practice and are
not explored here. On the contrary, the components shared by
all organizations (i.e., blockchain platform) can be leveraged
into real deployment, so its performance is evaluated via
experiments.

A. IMPLEMENTATION
1) HEALTHCARE SOA ARCHITECTURE
Our demonstrator required deploying an access control ser-
vice based on BPM and SOA for organizations participat-
ing in the blockchain. WSO2 is an open-source provider
that integrates existing access control solutions and provides
interoperable SOA components [32]. The WSO2 SOA mid-
dleware is Carbon. We used WSO2 API Manager [33] and
Identity Server (IS) [34] for the access control service. The
API Manager is used to publish the FHIR API REST and
to host the PEP as a customized mediation sequence that
manages the flow of FHIR interactions. It is deployed in its
embedded micro integrator or API Gateway. The IS includes
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FIGURE 7. Architecture of the backward authorization service in the healthcare SOA.

PAP and PDP components with standard interfaces that con-
form to SAML and XACML. The WSO2 API Manager and
IS have been instantiated in a virtual machine (VM) each.
Another VM has been deployed to execute the backend FHIR
server. Although the proof-of-concept is built upon WSO2,
our architecture could be implementedwith other tools thanks
to the adoption of security and health information exchange
standards.

jBPM [35] has been used as a business process workflow
engine and it has been deployed on a dedicatedVM, including
communication with PEP (via REST interfaces for service
request/response and JMS as a publish/subscribe mechanism
for audit info exchange) and the creation of AuditEvents.

Fig. 7 shows the architecture of the implementation
setup.

For the experimental analysis, we focus on a generic clini-
cal process in a healthcare organization, that is, an encounter
between a SoC and a healthcare provider with the purpose of
providing healthcare services or assessing the health status of
the SoC. During the execution of an instance of an encounter
process, each FHIR interaction (e.g., requesting observations
related to the SoC) is sent to the corresponding FHIR service
endpoint that triggers the PEP function (1). Following the pro-
posed backward model, the PEP sends the interaction to the
FHIR backend server, in order to get the response containing
one or several resources. The FHIR server sends back a FHIR
response (2). If the response is a Bundle (i.e., a container of all
instances that fulfil the request), the PEP builds an XACML
access decision query for each instance in the Bundle, send-
ing all to the PDP (3). The PDP gathers from the PAP the
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applicable policies for each requested resource and returns a
decision response to the PEP for each requested resource (4).
Finally, the PEP will delete all resources denied by the PDP
from the Bundle. Thus, the mediation sequence censures the
FHIR response before being returned to the requester (5).

Since all access control decisions must be included in
AuditEvents, the PEP sends any relevant and auditable
access information to the orchestrator (6). Before the process
instance ends, the AE Generator will build the corresponding
AuditEvents.

In order to increase efficiency, the jBPM engine will
aggregate all the events that occurred during an Encounter
process into several AuditEvents. Objects accessed with the
same operation and outcome are aggregated in the same
AuditEvent. Thus, five operations (create, read, update, delete
and execute) and two outcomes (permit/deny) resulting in
a maximum of 10 AuditEvent instances created after the
encounter (worst scenario) and sent to the blockchain gate-
way for persistence (7). In Table 3, the size of the AuditEvent
instances is estimated according to the IHE Basic Audit Log
Patterns (BALP) [36].

TABLE 3. Estimated size (in characters) of AuditEvent instances created
after one encounter.

Let Ni be the number of FHIR resources during the
encounter i. Considering the best case, in which access to all
requested FHIR resources has been permitted and just one
REST action (e.g., read), the number of characters to insert
in the blockchain generated during the encounter would be
3331 (fixed part of permit) + Ni∗391. On the contrary, the
worst case will consist of using the five types of REST actions
(create, read, update, delete, and execute), resulting in both
permitted and denied FHIR resources for each action. In this
case, the number of characters to insert in the blockchain
would be (3331+3921) ∗ 5 + Ni ∗ 391 = 36260 + Ni ∗ 391.

2) BLOCKCHAIN
The blockchain network has been developed and deployed
using HyperLedger [24]. The Hyperledger Fabric supports
arbitrary smart contracts or application-specific trust models
to validate transactions. The Hyperledger Fabric transaction
workflow involves four steps:

1. Endorsement phase –A client application sends a trans-
action proposal (i.e., a request to invoke a chaincode
function with certain input parameters with the intent
of reading and/or updating the ledger) to one or more
endorsing peers. These execute the chaincode locally

and send back the proposal response (signed by the
endorsing peer) to the client application. No updates
are made to the ledger at this point.

2. Ordering Phase –The application creates and sends a
‘‘transaction message’’ to the ordering service. This
message will contain the read/write sets, the endors-
ing peers’ signatures, and the communication channel
ID. The ordering service receives transactions from
all channels and creates signed blocks of transactions,
which are delivered to all peers on the channel.

3. Validation Phase – Peers on a channel validate the
transactions within the block received to ensure that
(a) the endorsement policy is fulfilled and (b) that
there have been no changes to the ledger state for read
set variables since the read set was generated by the
transaction execution.

4. Ledger Update Phase – each peer appends the block to
the channel’s chain, and for each valid transaction, the
write sets are committed to the current state database.
The client application is notified.

The previous transaction workflow is called consensus,
since every peer has agreed on the order and the content of
transactions.

Our test Fabric network consists of 4 organizations con-
nected through two independent communication channels
(for Consents and AuditEvents chaincodes). One of the orga-
nizations is meant to provide two Orderer nodes for redun-
dancy. The rest, represent three different hospitals that may
contribute to both chaincodes, so each of them implements
two endorsing peers that are joined to the Consents and
AuditEvents channels, respectively, also having its respective
chaincode installed. Finally, each organization provides its
own Certificate Authority node to handle the cryptographic
material of the network (Fig. 8).

In our implementation, we used CouchDB for ledger stor-
age, Fabric-ca for certificate authorities, and the endorsement
policy has been set so it requires two out of three hospital
organizations to acknowledge in the endorsing phase. Chain-
codes have been defined as Smart Contracts, hence defin-
ing the interaction rules between users and both channels.
An excellent guide for tuning the configuration parameters
of the blockchain can be found in [21]. Each peer has been
deployed using docker containers as shown in Table 4. To do
so, we parted from the official Hyperledger Fabric samples
repository, modifying test-network and asset-transfer-basic
modules to implement the scenario described above.

The hardware platform used in our implementation was an
Intel ®i5-8400 @ 2.8GHz with 16 GB of RAM and 6 cores.
We runManjaro Linux 21.2.6 as operating system andHyper-
ledger v2.4 (last stable) nodes using Dockers v20.10 with
Docker Composer v1.25.0.

B. EXPERIMENTS
To evaluate the capacity of the system, three healthcare orga-
nizations were simulated during 12 working hours. In the
simulation, each healthcare organization attends a uniformly
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FIGURE 8. Blockchain implementation.

TABLE 4. HyperLedger dockers deployment in our test fabric network.

distributed number of encounters per hour (i.e., interarrival
times are deterministic). Fig. 9 illustrates the sequence dia-
gram of events simulated for each encounter, representing
the following entities: SoC, practitioner, Authorization Ser-
vice (i.e., which includes SoCs’ consents app, healthcare
organization access control software –PEP, PAP, and PDP-,
and the XACML Policy Repository), blockchain system
with both Consents and AuditEvents chaincodes, and FHIR
server.

At each encounter, SoC sets four consents by using the
consent management service (embedded into the Authoriza-
tion Service in Fig. 9). As a result, it queries four sequential
transactions into theConsents chaincode. Each consent refers
to a single resource, which accounts for a particular piece of
personal health data. In order to test four different action-
outcome pairs, consents are set so they (a) allow read of
resource 1, (b) deny read of resource 2, (c) allow update of
resource 3, and (d) deny update of resource 4. Then, once
all consents are committed into the blockchain, an encounter
between the SoC and a practitioner begins. The practitioner

asks the authorization Service (via the orchestrator) to
read resources 1 and 2, and to update resources 3
and 4. These actions return the following action-outcome
pairs (respectively): read-grant, read-deny, update-grant, and
update-deny. Finally, the audit info of each outcome is
committed to the AuditEvents chaincode as four sequential
transactions.

In summary, each encounter triggers four Consents trans-
actions (120B on average) and four AuditEvent transactions
(4017B on average). Although Consents transactions could
be aggregated into a single proposal, we have chosen to
avoid aggregation to represent the worst-case scenario, hence
speeding up the saturation condition. Fig. 10 shows the
transaction times of the Consents and AuditEvents chain-
code (as a rolling average of 5 minutes) while increasing
the SoC arrival rate from 1000 to 1700 SoC per hour per
healthcare organization. The measured transaction times are
highlighted in green in Fig. 10. Triangle markers at the end
of any curve represent the blockchain network failure (con-
nection, endorsing or committing timeouts). The CPU and
memory resources were not exhausted during experiments,
so we will assume that the docker environment was not a
bottleneck.

Finally, an auditing application has been implemented to
test whether the audit procedure could be carried out in
a reasonable time. This application checks if each consent
granted in theAuditEvents blockchain is legit by exploring the
Consents ledger history. For the 1000 SoCs/hour experiment,
it can generate a daily report in less than 1.5 minutes. Note
that the auditing application does not require transactions
since it queries a peer ledger locally, so there is no endorsing
or committing delays.
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FIGURE 9. Sequence diagram of events simulated for one encounter.

V. DISCUSSION
Some features of our approach and results deserve to be
discussed. First, the backwardmodel used is a consequence of
the complexity of responses to FHIR interactions, but other
alternatives may be proposed. The first alternative is to use
an advanced resource PIP that stores information about the
resources and their relations. In such an approach, PEP would
send to PDP the original FHIR interaction (following the
traditional forward model), and PDP would ask PIP which
resources are involved in the interaction, making the decision
afterward. However, this model does not exempt PEP from

performing the original interaction, since it will receive a set
of decisions from PDP that it needs to interpret in order to
send the response to the requester. As a result, this alternative
does not mean a significant advantage over our approach.
Indeed, the backward model delegates the process logic to
PEP, which allows the use of a PDP completely agnostic to
FHIR and eliminates the need to develop a customized PIP.

Another alternative would be adopting the XACML Mul-
tiple Decision Profile [37] to avoid manifold queries to the
PDP. This profile presents a schema for PEP to formulate
multiple access control queries in a single XACML decision
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FIGURE 10. Average transaction delay for the Consents chaincode (left) and the AuditEvents chaincode (right).

request in an efficient way, and accordingly obtain a set of
responses from PDP, one for each individual query. Currently,
WSO2 supports this profile, but only for one query in each
request to the PDP. Therefore, a new mediation sequence is
required, which would modify the decision algorithm. The
implementation of this profile is scarce in other tools different
from WSO2, whereas our proposed model, adjusted to the
basics of XACML, could be implemented with a wide variety
of solutions compliant with the standard.

Regarding the blockchain, the registration of access
attempts could be performed individually instead of grouping
all events occurring during the same process. Nonetheless,
the individual registration of events presents several disad-
vantages. For instance, an interaction may be repeatedly exe-
cuted during a process, obtaining the same response each
time. Therefore, instead of persisting a single event for all
interactions, a set of events with the same information would
be stored, with no relevance for auditing but increasing the
size (or number) of blocks in the chain. Additionally, if events
were captured at the interaction level, metadata provided by
context would not be available, and it would be needed to add
it later, which is harder than managing an event at the process
level, as we proposed. Furthermore, our approach optimizes
the amount of data sent to the blockchain and, by following
the standardized format of FHIR, facilitates the traceability
of audit events.

An important data privacy requirement defined in the
GDPR is the ’right to be forgotten’, that is, an individual can
request organizations to completely delete her personal data.
The immutability of blockchain results in blocks that cannot
be erased, which could hamper the fulfilment of this require-
ment. However, in our approach, the blockchain includes the
SoC id in Consents and AuditEvents, but pseudonymized.
If an individual requires to be forgotten, organizations will
erase her data and the link between her id and the identi-
fiable person. Although the id remains on the blockchain,
no organization will be able to identify a SoC via that
deprecated id.

Our experiments show that with a modest hardware plat-
form for the blockchain implementation, we carried out up
to 1500 SoCs/h per organization (4500 SoCs/hour) in the
worst-case scenario with no aggregation at the Consents pro-
posals, which should suffice for most cases. Notice how a
higher encounter rate reaches saturation condition in a few
hours, thus resulting in the blockchain network failure. Keep
in mind that our consensus policy does not imply any proof
of work, as could happen with other blockchain networks
like Bitcoin or Ethereum. On the other hand, communica-
tions between different organization servers through a net-
work would also impact performance in real scenarios. If a
higher number of concurrent EHR users is needed, Consent
transactions could be grouped before being inserted into
the blockchain, hence reducing the number of transactions
per second at the cost of reducing interactivity with the
blockchain since the enqueuing would add extra delays.

Finally, we must note that this is a preliminary work and
the experimental results do not validate the whole approach,
including SOA, but only the blockchain platform. Neverthe-
less, the results support the application of blockchain for
consent and audit data exchange.

VI. CONCLUSION
This work presents an approach for auditing access to health
resources based on individual consent by combining SOA,
BPM, and blockchain technologies for healthcare. Audit
events and consents are stored in a chain and shared by all
involved parties. Through blockchain, supervisory author-
ities (or SoCs themselves) can audit access to protected
resources without intervention from healthcare organiza-
tions, which guarantees nonrepudiation and tamper-proof
information. This direct auditing method eases third-party
assessment of GDPR compliance performed by organizations
storing personal health data. In addition, a fine-grained back-
ward access control decision model is proposed to address
the requirements of complex FHIR interactions. Further-
more, the adoption of standards enhances the interoperability
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and openness required for distributed environments. Finally,
the experimental results validate the feasibility of using a
blockchain-supported architecture for consent management,
access control, and auditing in the health domain.

Some limitations of this work may be identified. First, the
results depend strongly on the healthcare business process,
so they should be taken merely as an orientation. Second,
a blockchain has been implemented for a single configuration
tested inDocker containers (same computer), which limits the
generalization of results.

Among future steps of this research, we consider: adjusting
the number of FHIR interactions and resources involved in
processes by requesting real data; implementing a blockchain
distributed on different computers to assess network influ-
ence; testing different blockchain configurations such as
endorsement policies or ledger database; advancing in the
backward access control model by including resources PIP
that store resource attributes and support the decision making
but, at the same time, stay FHIR-agnostic.
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